
… Presentation 

of the Report



(a) Cover Page

�state the case reference

�state the parties in action

�state the party you are acting for�state the party you are acting for

�state your name in full

�date/reference of the Report



(b) Contents Page

�Sectional Headings

�Page Numbering�Page Numbering

�Summary of Appendixes



(c) Reference System

� for the various Sections, Paragraphs 
and sub-paragraphs

� for the Appendixes� for the Appendixes

� beware of mis-match in cross 
references



(d) Introduction

�About the expert (with C.V.)

�The INSTRUCTION(S)

�Documents received from own �Documents received from own 
solicitors (… pleading documents)

�Other documents examined by the 
Expert

�State conflict of interest, if any



(e) Background of the Action

�State the facts >>> avoid giving 
opinions at this moment

�State the current situation (if time �State the current situation (if time 
lapse is considerable or critical)

�Include a CHRONOLOGY if required 
to better clarify the situation



(f) The Investigations

� Approach including background information search

� Non-destructive tools and equipments used

� Date  and weather condition

� Parties present� Parties present

� Name your Assistant(s)

� Any restriction and make qualifications as appropriate

� Any samples collected for forensic testing



The Weather



… inspection tools and equipments



>>> Handy Tools and Equipments





… and the wettest areas are 



Relativity …  

mysteries of 

the site in 

particular particular 

when such 

is not your 

client’s 

premises



(g) Facts

�State your observations and investigations

�Avoid giving opinions at this moment

�Avoid jumping to conclusion





GENERIC TERMS RELATING TO WATER LEAKAGES

Leak (Leakage)

� liquid etc. wrongly makes its way in or out

Seep (Seepage)

�Ooze out, trickle, leak, �Ooze out, trickle, leak, 

Drip (Drippage)

�Fall or let fall in drops

Drop

�Fall from not being held



(h) Deliberations or Discussions

� assessments and appraisal

� forensic test results if applicable

� state your opinions >>> the EVIDENCE

state range of opinion where appropriate� state range of opinion where appropriate

�qualify skills outside your expert area



… keep simple to the lay persons



(i) Summary Conclusion

�Sum up your deliberations

�Sum up your opinions�Sum up your opinions

�Make due qualifications AGAIN if 
considered critical

�NEVER draw conclusion on liability



(j) Summary of Appendixes

for easier reference 
(for yourself, the parties in action and most 

important of all, the JUDGE)important of all, the JUDGE)



(k) Declaration and Statement

�A MUST under the CJR since 2nd April 
20092009

�Sign/Engross the Report in your 
personal name



Engrossment of the report



l) Expert Reports in General

� use simply sentences

� use proper trade terms

� explain “un-common” trade terms in lay person’s 
language
explain “un-common” trade terms in lay person’s 
language

� avoid trade and legal jargon

� leave adequate margin on 4 sides

� avoid “orphan” and “widow”

� produce all colour pages under the same 
production



(m) Final Advice

� The Expert Report … a fusion and crossover of the 
above points

� Caveat Venditor … let the seller be aware

� Shakespear (a soliloquy by Prince Hamlet of Shakespear (a soliloquy by Prince Hamlet of 
Denmark) … TO BE OR NOT TO BE, THAT IS 
THE QUESTION >>> TO DIE … OR TO SLEEP



The 10 Commandments for the Experts 

(source – the Academy of Experts)





The UK Supreme Court has ruled, by a majority, that expert 
witnesses can be sued if their negligence has caused harm to 

the party who instructed them.

Until now (with some minor exceptions), experts have had 
immunity from suit in respect of both the contents of their immunity from suit in respect of both the contents of their 

expert reports and their performance in the witness 
box. Advocates had long enjoyed a similar immunity. 
However, in 2001, the House of Lords abolished their 

immunity on the ground that it could no longer be justified.  
Since then, some have questioned the need for experts 

continuing to do so. Now at last, in Jones v Kaney, the UK's 
highest court has had the opportunity to revisit the issue.



Judge Mimmie Chan (Nov 2009)
� … It is a dereliction of the experts’ paramount and 

overriding duty to help the Court impartially and 
independently on matters relevant to the experts’ area 
of purported expertise - a duty which is highlighted in 
paragraph 2 of the Code.
of purported expertise - a duty which is highlighted in 
paragraph 2 of the Code.

� If experts are not prepared to assume such a 
general duty to the Court, or if they regard such 
duty to be too onerous, then they should not 
accept instructions to act.  



(n) The Ultimate Test

… will your report remain 
unchanged if you are acting 

for the other party ?for the other party ?



All matters are 

either square 

or rounded … or rounded … 

to one party or 

to the other … 



QUESTION AND RESPONSE

HOW DARE YOU 
CLAIM YOURSELF CLAIM YOURSELF 
TO THE X-BIRD ?


